CAST COLLECTION FORM

CAST NUMBER 75-1

NAME OF ARTIFACT D.ATON No 50

SURVEY

UNIVERSITY CATALOGUE NUMBER 74-107-133

OWNER OF ARTIFACT ARKANSAS ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY

PROVENIENCE OF ARTIFACT SLOAN SITE 3GE94

MATERIAL TAN CHERT

DATE OF CASTING JAN 4 FEB 1975

UNIV OF MO 8, MORSE-4, WORMINGTON-1

CASTS MADE FOR HAYNES-1

REQUESTED BY DAN F. MORSE

RESTRICTIONS NONE

REFERENCES

REMARKS 1100 GR RUBBER FOR MOLD (COST 18.15)

FLASK MADE FROM WOODEN FRAME

CASTING FORMULA

EPON PER CAST - COST 504

DUST WITH APPROPRIATE COLORS (OVER)

50A - 25B

10 TSP LIMESTONE WHITE PASTE

1-24-74 - UMC

(See other side for outline and additional information)
DUST TAN AREAS
WITH BASIC TAN MIX
4 R.C. A
1/4 TSP GRAY

DARKEN BROWNER AREAS
WITH PIGMENT A, RUST
4 BURNT SIENNA

OUTLINE SUB CORTEX
SPOTS WITH A THIN
LINE OF: GRAY, COBALT
BLUE, CHROM. GREEN, 4
MARS YELLOW.

FINE BROWN CHALIC
FLECKS